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HHA Services, an ABM Company, Named One of America's Best Places to Work for 2013 by 
Modern Healthcare

Third such honor in four years for healthcare support services leader 

NEW YORK--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- ABM (NYSE:ABM), a leading provider of facility solutions, announced that HHA Services, an 
ABM Company, has been selected as one of Modern Healthcare's Best Places to Work in 2013, marking the third time in the 
past four years HHA Services has been included on the prestigious list of healthcare services providers. 

"This is an exciting honor for us," said HHA Services President Dan Bowen. "It is a tribute to the talented group of employees 
working at HHA — they deserve all the credit. Receiving this recognition for the third time is a testimony to our team's 
commitment, dedication and passion in serving the healthcare industry." 

HHA Services is part of ABM's Healthcare Support Services business that joins together three healthcare services leaders 
committed to helping healthcare systems and hospitals deliver the highest standard of care. HHA Services, ABM Health and 
Healthcare Parking Systems of America comprise the business, providing a range of services including clinical engineering & 
healthcare technologies, environmental services, facility management, patient observation & transportation, food service, 
hospitality, parking and security. 

Modern Healthcare will conduct an awards gala October 24 in Atlanta, GA. The award recipients were judged on a two-part 
assessment criteria designed to gather detailed data from both the organizations nominated and their associates. See Modern 
Healthcare's website for the alphabetized list.  

ABOUT ABM 

ABM (NYSE: ABM) is a leading provider of facility solutions with revenues exceeding $4 billion and 100,000 employees in over 
350 offices deployed throughout the United States and various international locations. ABM's comprehensive capabilities 
include facilities engineering, commercial cleaning, energy solutions, HVAC, electrical, landscaping, parking and security, 
provided through stand-alone or integrated solutions. ABM provides custom facility solutions in urban, suburban and rural 
areas to properties of all sizes — from schools and hospitals to the largest and most complex facilities, such as manufacturing 
plants and major airports. ABM Industries Incorporated, which operates through its subsidiaries, was founded in 1909. For 
more information, visit www.abm.com.  
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